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Eden" sauce. In every important workers as compared to $84,000 
way it failed to “confront Cana- for ministers. Further, his argu- 
dian students with the real situa- ment that the "Co-operative" 
lion" in Guyana. It was more a scheme is proving successful in 
case of social and political Guyana isnothingshortofajoke. 
obsfucation.

Thirdly, the sophisticated the New Yorker- “The best that 
mystification of the audience by can be said for the experiment 
one of the speakers resulted in a (Co-operative Republic) is that 
rather dull affair. Even before he the inevitable disasters have 
had finished speaking, half the given Guyanese something to 
audience left. His subsequent joke about." A better titlé would 
attemps to defend the govern- have been the "Co-operative 
ment, however, proved quite Fraud.” "Even the ministers of 
revealing. Not only was he totally Co-operatives here has a co-' 
unaware of what was happening operative. His name is Hamilton 
in Guyana, but also vehement in Green and he happens to be 
defending the policies of the Burnham’s cousin; his co
government. Little could he say, operative, the Greenland Co- 
when it was pointed out the operative Society, apparently 
differences in wages between serves the family nicely as a 

attempt would certainly not only workers and ministers of the

conduit for government con
tracts."

Any attempt to understand 
Guyanese society and indeed the 
entire Caribbean, must first of all 
recognise that the creole middle 
class did not simply fill the power 
vacuum left by the imperial 
powers, but came to power 
precisely because of imperial 
interests. The old adage:

If you white, its alright 
If you brown, stick around 
If you black, better stay back 

may no longer readily manifest 
itself in the Caribbean. What is

Again I quote from the article in
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Thakur more important, however, is the 
increasing awareness that a 
black face does not necessarily 
represent black power.

Rishee S. Thakur; a
t the ethnic division of the 
mtry is along economic lines have met with hostility but would government were something in
j the problem of racial also not have had the “Garden of the order of a little over $1,000 for
mosity stems from the con
çus British policy of "divide 
j rule." Any investigation 

Euld show that the problem was 
Ether aggravated by the 
Essive infusion of men and 
Eney by the CIA in the 1960s.
E The reference to Guyanese 

Minister Burnham as 
iunrade" seems to indicate that 
iyana is actively pursuing a 
Kialist path of development.
I “Comrade! Comrade!” is 
Ihing more than Moses and the 
iphets. The rigging of the 
jction in 1968, the intervention 
I the army in 197.3 and the 
iional "co-operative" fraud 
Eresents another reality. In an 
icle in the New Yorker, Sept.
■4, Jane Cramer reported: "He 
lirnham) runs the country as a 
ifnagogue. He is given to the 
1st ingenuous displays of pér
irai power, sipping his cognac 
|tm an imperial sniffer while his 
Blisters and guests get theirs in 
iny glasses... He holds elections 
ihich he then fixes. He lets the

Internationally Acclaimed Program

Students Read 4.7 Times Faster 
and Retain More Thru New Method

The Ski Club's Non-Profit Magical Mystery Tour...

PUB CRAWL by Joel Bonn
If you are a student in the truest sense professors who took the course last year, 

af the word, or would like to be, then surely the following statistics were tabulated: 
/ou would jump at the chance to boost Average beginning reading speed - 240 
/our reading capacity 4.7 times while wpm. average beginning comprehension 
improving comprehension and retention rate - 72% average speed upon completion 
by 11.4%. Think of the time you would save, of the course -1350 wpm - 84% retention, 
the additional material you could cover, This represents an average increase in 
the better grades you could make— with reading speed of 642% and an increase in 
free time to boot! A revolutionary, newly retention of 12%. 
revised reading technique. Reading 
Dynamics has been proven and tested on course increases both retention and 
almost 1,000,000 students & educators reading speed. It uses no mechanical

devices — only proven principles and 
sound methods. This is no magic pill, it 

_ .. takes both concentration and effort.
Since 1959, the Evelyn Wood Reading Through Reading Dnamics you break old 

Dynamics course has trained almost a reading habits and learn new reading and 
million people in the United States, study skills. With this method you learn to 
Australia, Canada and Europe. Graduates

Chartered Bus departs for Unknown Rural 
pubs from the front of the Administration Bldg. 

3 p.m. Friday Nov. 19
$5.00 members, $6.00 others 

info and tickets from Rm 244 SUB 
Advance tickets only

me

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

__ - CONFIDENTIALStudent
Help

ROOM 250 SUB _________ - @

with the above results.

WORLD WIDE

. read every word down the page, instead of
range from Senators, to professors to across the lines, absorbing whole ideas at a 
engineers to post grad students, to time, 
secretaries and even astronauts. In fact,
Reading Dynamics has been taught to top 
executives, in many of Canada's leading and the techniques that have made them 
corporations including CP, ESSO, Hydro possible will be demonstrated and explain- 
Quebec, IBM, CIL, SNC, ALCAN and ed at the Macdonald Hotel Evelyn Wood 
Sidbec-Dosco. Courses have just been Room, at specific times this weekend: Sat. 
completed at the External Affairs Depart- 10:15 am or 12:15 pm or 2:15 pm or 5:15 
ment and Dept, of Industry, Trade and pm; Mon. 10:15 am or 12:15 pm or 4:15 pm 
Commerce in Ottawa. One graduate of or6:15pmor8:15pm.Pleasecalltomakea 
Reading- Dynamics, Senator Talmadge personal appointment. If you cannot 
(D.Ga.) of the Watergate Committee has attend the free previews, further informa- 
said, "It is my opinion that if these Hon may be obtained by calling the 
techniques were instituted in public and National Registrar, International Reading 
private schools of our country, it would be Institute at (514)844-1944 (call collect), 
the greatest single step which we could Considering these facts, can

The results that have been achieved

pss function, and then insures 
Ijtractability with libel suits..." 
|e opposition , Peoples 
Sigressive Party’s recent 

ilaration of “critical support" 
the government and its re- 

ry into parliament only serves 
further legitimize the process 
ippression and exploitation by 
creole middle class.
Lastly, Mr. deWinter opined 

t the “fertile" coastal land 
rere over ninety per cent of the 

population is concentrated) is 
tor to six feet below sea level 
H "a 270-mile sea wall protects 
Bse precious farm lands 
■Inst flooding." A cursory 
Bnce at a drainage and irriga
tion map of Guyana will indicate 
F there is no such thing as a 
■0-mile long sea wall." The so- 
Hled wall was bliilt around the- 
Ipmercial and industrial areas

Considering these facts, can you 
take In educational progress. I think the afford not to investigate what Reading 
public schools of Georgia could consider Dynamics can do for you? P.S. This article 
putting in the technique. It would be worth 's words, how long did it take you to

read it?432-4266;
a hundred-million dollar a year appropria
tion." The preceding is a paid advertisement 

by the International Reading Institute, a 
private school, approved by the Minister of 

Just what results can you, the student, Education. Permit no.R2749833. Self Im- 
expect? From the records of the ap- provement ducation, Personal Develop- 
proximately 200 McGill students and ment.

42,000 CANADIANS
Hours 11 am - 11 pm Weekdays 

8 pm - 11 pm Weekends

TOP QUALITY AT THE BEST PRICES!
«iir.

4

AN IMPOSSIBLE COMBINATION? 
NOT AT FRESH AIR EXPERIENCE!
We are Canada’s largest buyer of quality cross-country skiing 
equipment. As a result we can offer top quality and the best 
prices. If you are in the market or cross-country gear you owe it 
to your pocketbook to come in and compare our selection and 
prices.

1Georgetown and New Amster- 
B1) (once controlled by US, 
ptish and Canadian commer- 
B houses) and the sugar es- 
|tes of Bookers and Jessels of 
■tain. It does indeed protect 
pese precious farm lands. There 
Eof course, no such protection 
y independent farmers. They 
if ,orced to eke out a precarious 
||stence, protected only by a 
■les of make-shift dams and 
Wural barriers, haunted by the 
ilhstant fear of flooding. I am 
Ijpyou would understand when 
ipy that I am somewhat con- 
Ened at the fact the deWinter is, 
Blegedly, a fourth year 
W'culture student at the U of A. 
8 Secondly, | am not sure what 
If Precise interaction between 
I members of WUSC and 
6 cials of the Guyana govern- 
|m was, but the slide presenta- 
F °n Saturday night was the 
F ect tourist pitch. A Guyanese

te-
aw.
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433-55258537 - 109 STREET
•r*:jJ' Mrs. Mon-Fri: 9-9 Sat: 9-6

Attend our free waxing clinics every Saturday morning at 10. 
Register today for our ski school


